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Upcoming
events:

Message from the President

Lecture

on

Antonio Sciortino
Date: Friday 14th

I would like to start by
thanking John Walsh, our
previous editor, who with
the help of his dear wife
Pam, who passed away
recently, used to take care
of the publication of this
newsletter. The burden
has now passed on to Angelica Coppini, who has
accepted to do the job as
part of her Systems of
Knowledge project at the
sixth form.
You must by now all be
aware of the vandalism
perpetrated on the Santa
Cecilia Chapel a couple of
weeks ago. A lot of dam-

age has been done. However we are fortunately
still in time to save the
monument On our insistence the chapel is now
being guarded on a 24
hour basis and it will
soon have a protective
fence around it Hopefully
we will be in a position to
start the much awaited
restoration of this monument in the near future.
Structural works on the
St. John Demi-Bastion
and the gunpowder magazine are nearing completion. We will shortly proceed with the refurbish-

ment of the complex, including the war-time shelters. Old utensils, stoves
and other relics which can
be included in the planned
permanent exhibition will
be much appreciated.

September 2007
Time: 7.00pm
Venue:

Confer-

ence Hall, Ministry for Gozo
Admission:

In this edition we are attaching a copy of the recent communication we
had with MEPA regarding
the revised proposals for
the Ta’ êenë development

Paul Coppini

Free

( N o booking required )
A lecture by Mr.
Dennis Vella, Curator of Modern
And Contemporary
Art at the
National Museum of
Fine Arts, Heritage
Malta. Mr. Vella is
the author of Anto-

nio Sciortino: Monuments and Public
Sculpture ( 2000 )
and

other

mono-

graphs. He is the
Curator of the present

exhibition

the

ministry

Gozo.

at
for

DELVING INTO THE PAST,
a focus on cultural and historical aspects of
traditional life in Gozo and bygone times.

The Medieval Cemetery in Victoria

-By
By Angelica Coppini

The yard annexed to the Don Bosco oratory in St. Augustine Square, Victoria, had been an old disused
grave-yard housing quite a few quaint chapels, before the present complex was constructed just after the
Second World War.

Traditionally it was the burial place of distinguished prelates, dignitaries of the church and secular notables who accompanied King Louis II of France in his crusade to Tripoli. The expedition, it is believed, was
overtaken by a storm, which scattered the convoy. Some found shelter and landed in Gozo, where many
died of disease. Memorial tablet with armorial bearings were erected, showing the nobles of France, the
Inside S tory Headline

various Prelates and Abbots who took part in this crusade in 1270. A fine engraving dating back to1761,
showing the tablets and the dedicatory inscription of Canon G.P.F. Agius de Soldanis, who interpreted
these tablets, is kept in the corridors of the nearby St. Augustine Convent. For a time the tablets had been

Upcoming Events
Bus for Caravaggio Exhibition
Date: October/November 2007
Details will be announced

Guided Tour of Gozo Chapels
Visit to the refurbished Palazzo Falson, Mdina
Date: Sunday 7th October 2007
We will be taking the 9.00 a.m. ferry. A private coach will be waiting for us
at êirkewwa. We will be given a guided tour of this newly refurbished

Date: January 2008
Lecturer: Rev. Dr. Joseph
Bezzina. Gems of Gozo An Ap-

stately home. There will then be ample time for refreshments on the roof

Guided Tour around St.

terrace and perhaps a short walk around the silent city. Back to Gozo on

George ’ s Basilica:
Basilica

1.30pm ferry
Price: LM4 including entrance fee and coach. Children under 12-free
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The
Maltese
luzzu*
“Charmaine ” -By
By Peter Goodwin
Story continued from last issue…

process and so it was with oiling. The optimum oil is
‘ t ung ’ from the Chinese tung nut, a natural oil that is
usually diluted with linseed to form the basis of most
teak and Danish oils. Nobody in the trade in Gozo had

Ian designed the spreader plate and thumbs based on heard of it other than ‘ A ussi ’ aka Lesley at Francis
drawings I had acquired from an old sailing book on the Caruana, but he had been unsuccessful in the past in
xprunara, the precursor to the Gozo Boat. These attach getting any in Malta. Bringing a couple of gallons in my
to the upper mast and hold the rigging and the pulleys hand luggage was also out of the question! The next
used to raise and lower the lateen spars. Stephen Lur- best oil available was teak oil which will be used on the
ton, of F&S Ironmongery in Sannat, managed to get me masts, sprit and lateen spars. Twelve to fifteen coats
some iroko wood, a hardwood substitute for greenheart, will be required, with rubbing down between treatment,
He then machined and finished the iroko spreaders to a culminating in a high gloss finish. The hull will be oiled
high standard. Most of the working parts for the luzzu with liseened with an addictive to help draw and seal the
are no longer available and will have to be made, so wood. Below the waterline several coats of anti fouling
Stephen has kindly offered me the use of his factory and will be required. I plan to try and clean the keel during
machinery to fabricate other parts later in the conver- the season to keep performance to a maximum.
sion.

Research is still going on as to the final colour

The task of stripping the boat down to bare wood was

scheme. There is quite a lot of photographic evi-

always going to be a laborious one. I decided that I

dence on the Gozo Boat, but very little docu-

wanted to leave as much wood as possible exposed,

mented in colour, so further investigation will be

particularly the stern, transom and bow posts. On the

required. The fashion for using bright colours is a

ferilla the plain varnished bow post is its most redeem-

relatively modern concept. Paintings from around

ing feature. Unfortunately on the later design of the

1857 depict the boats as being mainly a pale green

luzzu, the posts are two-part, shorter and not as sleek

with some mid brown around the gunnels.

as those of the ferilla. Once all of the paint has been

Ian has hand made all the rigging. The rope has

removed, I will be in a position to decide which areas

been had spliced around metal thimbles and

can be left unpainted and oiled.

bound with oiled hemp. I have been unable to

Quite a lot of time was spent researching oil. I had in-

source tarred yarn either in Gozo or Malta, so to

tended to use linseed and Danish oils. Life is a learning

protect the splicing from degrading I will make my

*Errata corrige: the title of this story featured in the previous issues ‘The
Dghajsa tal–Latini...’ should have read ‘The Maltese Luzzu...’
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Celebration of Pam’s Life
-From John Walsh
As many of you know, my wife Pam passed away in June having lost her brave
battle against cancer. Her funeral was held in England, at Pam ’ s request there
were no flowers as she had asked for donations to be made to the Gozo CCU
Monitor Equipment Appeal.
A celebration of her life was also held around a pool in a Kerëem farmhouse
where approximately 100 friends attended.
A short service was led by Father Mendel, and readings and appreciations were

Press Release 2525-0808-07
Wirt Ghawdex has condemned what it termed as the “ barbaric vandalism ” at St. Cecilia Chapel, in
Ghajnsielem, the only surviving medieval chapel in Gozo.
It said the vandals struck on Thursday night when unknown persons forced their way into the chapel
and set it on fire.

Wirt Ghawdex said it has been calling for a number of years for the enforcement of the expropriation
order on the chapel made 10 years ago.
“ N ow more than ever before, immediate action must be

taken

News In Brief:
•

We are pleased to note that the VR plinth on
the road to Gharb has finally been put back
in place.

•

Wirt Ghawdex was prominently featured in
the magazine “ Let ’ s Gozo ” Issue number 5 of July 2007.

•

Both the Carlo Pisi lecture and the Gozo
Legends tour were very well attended. This •
encourages us to organize more such
events on a regular basis.

•

Restoration works on the Xlendi Tower are

28.8.07 The Times: Wirt Artna joined our Society in condemning the recent act of vandalism
on the Sta.Cecilia Chapel. It said that one way
of achieving the highest level of protection possible for this monument would be to allocate the
chapel to Wirt Ghawdex to restore and use as
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